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Professional Simulator and
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  EFORSIM was established in 2018 to develop simulator designs, simulation software and sectoral 
simulator projects for all kinds of needs. The simulators that we produce are manufactured for 
training centers, simulation centers, professional driving and flight training centers, hobby and 
game cafes (formula 1, rally, speed boat, racing motorbike, etc.) and home use. In addition to the 
high quality handmade cabins and simulators we manufacture, our company EFORSIM 
manufactures 2, 3, 4 and 6 DOF motion platforms that include motion simulations for F1, Rally, Roller 
Coaster and VR games. 

  However with EFORSIM's creative engineers and R&D capabilities, we offer all kinds of custom 
fiberglass cabins for the customer's specific needs and make their dreams come true.

  Besides production and sales, EFORSIM has been working with project works provide services for its 
customers of non-standard simulators (roller coaster, sky diving, etc.). As well producing 
accessories for Formula1 fans and collectors, EFORSIM aims to reach individual users of the market 
with its half cockpit, f1 steering wheel and pedals designed by itself.

About Us

Simulators And Cabins For Real Feelings





Formula 1 Show Car / EFR100
Ÿ Strong and lightweight body manufactured from fiberglass and carbon fiber 

materials

Ÿ Vivid color and bright view 

Ÿ Comfortable seat manufactured from fiberglass

Ÿ Carbon fiber connection equipment

Ÿ Capability of using static or moving formula 1 simulator

Ÿ Demountable nose cone

Ÿ Demountable rear wing

Ÿ Multi-functional removable f1 steering wheel

Ÿ Optional imitation fyberglass rims and tyres or real rims and tyres (showtyres) 

Ÿ Aluminum wheel nut

Ÿ Carbonfiber demountable camera stand

Ÿ F1 rain light

Ÿ Optional color
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Ÿ Lenght                       

Ÿ Widht                       

Ÿ Height                       

Ÿ Weight    

:500 cm

:190 cm

:115 cm

:120 kg



Ÿ Strong and lightweight body manufactured from fiberglass and carbon fiber materials

Ÿ Vivid color and bright view 

Ÿ Comfortable seat manufactured from fiberglass

Ÿ Carbon fiber connection equipment

Ÿ Demountable nose cone

Ÿ Demountable rear wing

Ÿ Optional imitation fyberglass rims and tyres or real rims and tyres (showtyres) 

Ÿ Aluminum wheel nut

Ÿ Carbonfiber demountable camera stand

Ÿ F1 rain light

Ÿ F1 formula race game (updated version)

Ÿ Multi-functional removable f1 steering wheel and f1 transmission with steering wheel 
(used models logitech G27, G29 and thrustmaster ts-pc racer) 

Ÿ 3X40'' hd monitor (with fixing apparatus), 5+1 logitech surround sound system (220 V)

Ÿ Automatic gas and brake pedals (moving position of pedals by button - 25 cm stroke)

Ÿ Optional color 

Ÿ Lenght   

Ÿ Widht                 

Ÿ Height               

Ÿ Weight     

Formula 1 Static Simulator / EFR100S

:500 cm

:190 cm

:115 cm

:160 kg
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Ÿ Lenght                       

Ÿ Widht                       

Ÿ Height                       

Ÿ Weight    

 Formula 1 Cockpit / EFR25

:240 cm

:80 cm

:100 cm

:50 kg
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Ÿ Strong and lightweight body manufactured from fiberglass and carbon fiber materials

Ÿ Vivid color and bright view 

Ÿ Comfortable seat manufactured from fiberglass

Ÿ Capability of using static or moving formula 1 simulator

Ÿ Automatic gas and brake pedals (moving position of pedals by button - 25 cm stroke)

Ÿ Multi-functional removable f1 steering

Ÿ Optional color 



Ÿ Strong and lightweight body manufactured from fiberglass and carbon fiber materials

Ÿ Vivid color and bright view 

Ÿ Comfortable seat manufactured from fiberglass

Ÿ Capability of using static or moving formula 1 simulator

Ÿ Automatic gas and brake pedals (moving position of pedals by button - 25 cm stroke)

Ÿ Multi-functional removable f1 steering

Ÿ Optional color 

Ÿ Length

Ÿ Width 

Ÿ Height 

Ÿ Weight

 Formula 1 Half Cockpit / EFR50

:240 cm

:150 cm

:100 cm

:75  kg
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 Formula 1 Cockpit Static Simulator / EFR25S
Ÿ Strong and lightweıght body manufactured from fiberglass and carbon fiber materials

Ÿ Vivid color and bright view 

Ÿ Comfortable seat manufactured from fiberglass

Ÿ 3x40'' hd monitor (with fixing apparatus), 5+1 logitech surround sound system (220 v)

Ÿ Automatic gas and brake pedals (moving position of pedals by button - 25 cm stroke)

Ÿ F1 formula race game (updated version)

Ÿ Multi-functıonal removable f1 steering and f1 transmission with steering wheel (used 

models logitech G27,G29 and thrustmaster ts-pc racer)

:240 cm

:80 cm

:100 cm

:90 kg
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Ÿ Length

Ÿ  Width 
Ÿ Height 
Ÿ Weight 
    



 Formula 1 Cockpit Motion Simulator - 2 DOF / EFR25M

:240 cm

:80 cm

:145 cm

:120  kg
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Ÿ Strong and lightweight body manufactured from fiberglass and carbon fiber materials

Ÿ Vivid color and bright vıew 

Ÿ Comfortable seat manufactured from fiberglass

Ÿ 3x40’’ hd monıtor (wıith fixing apparatus), 5+1 logitech surround sound system (220 V)

Ÿ Automatic gas and brake pedals (moving position of pedals by button - 25 cm stroke)

Ÿ F1 formula race game (updated version)

Ÿ Multi-functional removable f1 steering and f1 transmission with steering wheel (used 

models logitech G27,G29 and thrustmaster ts-pc racer)

Ÿ Realistic movement ability in different axes with 2 dof mechanics.

Ÿ Optional color.

Ÿ Length

Ÿ Width 

Ÿ Height 

Ÿ Weight



3/4 Size Formula 1 Static Simulator / EFR75S

:420 cm

:190 cm

:115 cm

:140 kg

Ÿ Full car without nose and front wheels

Ÿ Strong and lightweight body manufactured from fiberglass and carbon fiber materials

Ÿ Vivid color and bright view 

Ÿ Comfortable seat manufactured from fiberglass

Ÿ 3x40’’ hd monitor (with fixing apparatus), 5+1 logitech surround sound system (220v)

Ÿ Automatic gas and brake pedals (moving position of pedals by button - 25 cm stroke)

Ÿ F1 formula race game (updated version)

Ÿ Multi-functional removable f1 steering and f1 transmission with steering wheel (used 

models logitech G27,G29 and thrustmaster ts-pc racer)

Ÿ Optional color

Ÿ Demountable rear wing

Ÿ Optional imitation fyberglass rims and tyres or real rims and tyres (showtyres) 

Ÿ aluminum wheel nut

Ÿ Demountable carbon fiber camera stand

Ÿ F1 rain light

Ÿ Length

Ÿ Width 
Ÿ Height 
Ÿ Weight 
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EFR GT
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Ÿ Strong and lightweight portable special design body made of laser cut carbon steel

Ÿ Matt black color for a premium look

Ÿ Realistic and comfortable seat design suitable for long races manufactured from 

fiberglass*

Ÿ Adjustable driving position Rally/GT (Seat sliders included)

Ÿ Completely adjustable wheel mount and pedal positions (Pedal sliders included)

Ÿ Fully adjustable handbrake and shifter mount

Ÿ Adjustable single monitor stand** (supports up to 55'' dısplays)

Ÿ Applicable for users from 127 cm (4'2’’) up to 200 cm+ (6'67’’)

Ÿ Optional keyboard sheet

Ÿ Length  :142 cm

Ÿ Width     :60 cm 
Ÿ Weight  :75 kg (with seat)

Ÿ Height   :62 cm (frame to wheel stand)

                     75 cm(base to wheel stand) 

Ÿ Seat can carry weight up to 140 kg (308 Ibs)

Ÿ Tv unit can be used separately on request.

Ÿ Electronics not ıncluded 
Ÿ     



Rally Simulator 6 Dof / EFR6DS
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Ÿ Strong and lightweight special design body manufactured from steel shaped tubes

Ÿ Comfortable, ergonomic, adjustable and realistic seat manufactured from fiberglass

Ÿ The most realistic mobile simulator designed with 6 dof mechanics

Ÿ Emergency stop button

Ÿ Realistic driving reactions thanks to the horizontal and vertical movements given by 6 

dof mechanism

Ÿ Base platform can be used not only driving simulations, but also airplane, train, 

caterpillar simulations 

Ÿ 3x40'' hd monitor (with fixing apparatus), 380 v

Ÿ 5+1 logitech surround sound system

Ÿ Multi-functional and demountable logitech G27  steering wheel and advanced rally 

range gearing

Ÿ Length

Ÿ Width 

Ÿ Height 

Ÿ Weight

:220 cm

:230 cm

:175 cm

:480  kg



FİBERGLASS GT STYLE RACE SEAT
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Ÿ Special designed comfortable and realistic seat manufactured by fiberglass

Ÿ Suitable designed for long races

Ÿ Adjustable driving position seat

Ÿ Soft density foam construction

Ÿ Slider kit and seat mounts sheet included

Ÿ Seat can carry weight up to 140 kg (308 lbs)

Ÿ 4 x Harness slots system ready

Ÿ Recommended for the S-L size range

*Please contact our company for XL size seat.

*Eforsim reserved all rights and make improvements, changes about the product.
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+90 505 875 71 33 / +90 532 346 73 01

+90 850 346 33 67

sales@eforsim.com
Professional Simulator and 
Equipment Manufacturer


